
0:01  
[Music]  
0:16  
well we are going to talk tonight uh the father has i've been battling all week lord what do you 
want me to do and let's  
0:22  
look at the torah portion there's just so much in there with that with pinkus i mean there's just so 
much in there with with uh with  
0:28  
phineas and and and everything that happened the torah portion but i just i had a check in my 
spirit that i was not  
0:34  
supposed to do that this week and so um i'm gonna defer to to the holy spirit  
0:39  
because i struggled with him i did a little yaakov and uh and i and i uh and i wrestled with the 
angel this week lord  
0:46  
i mean i really want to talk about uh phineas and and the zealot and what that means in the 
hebrew and so on and so  
0:52  
forth and he's like that's really great that you want to talk about pinkus and all those things but i 
don't want to talk about pink i want to talk about  
0:59  
blue true story so um tonight we're going to  
1:04  
talk about the color blue but specifically the title of tonight's message is called healing  
1:09  
in the wings uh and we're gonna define a little bit about what that looks like uh i gave  
1:15  
this message about five years ago and that was part of my struggle and the lord said no i want 
you to do it again  
1:21  
because i have something different that i'm going to pull out while you're speaking so i have no 
idea what that means so if something comes  
1:27  
out and you don't like it it's not my fault okay just uh take it up with the man upstairs all right so 
let's start off and pray  
1:34  
uh abba we just come before you and thank you for hearing us we do we really appreciate it 
because you don't have to  
1:39  
lord you have a busy schedule as it is and lord you're saying your word that our hearts are wicked 
we take you to your word that uh that we are  
1:46  
self-deceived father in some areas of our life and but our eyes are wide open to hear from you 
and our ears are wide  



1:51  
open and god we just want to see you and hear you tonight so lord would you just speak through 
me and let not anything  
1:56  
that i say be of me but let it all be of you lord i pray that you would challenge and change us  
2:03  
to come into alignment father with the way that you created us give us your color amen  
2:09  
all right let's begin and see what the father does tonight  
2:14  
healing in the wings first of all we're going to ask some good questions why is the sky blue we're  
2:21  
gonna learn a little bit of science tonight along with the word of god how many know the word 
of god the lord was the first  
2:27  
scientist did you know that he was well why was the sky blue why is the  
2:34  
ocean blue why are people fascinated by blue eyes i mean nobody comes up and goes those are 
the most amazing hazel  
2:40  
brown eyes i've ever seen i mean nobody does that you know but blue eyes people see from 
across the room and it's  
2:47  
spectacular when you see a brand new baby they got the first thing you mentioned you know 
wow the eyes are so  
2:52  
beautiful you know and we're fascinated by those things why is it that blue  
2:57  
is the majority of americans were actually worldwide favorite color over 70 percent almost 70  
3:06  
percent of people around the world that have been pulled their favorite color is blue including 
mine  
3:12  
as you can see and so uh matter of fact let's just take a poll how many favorite colors blue raise 
your hands tonight  
3:18  
look at that amazing okay second favorite color how many those of you your favorite color is  
3:24  
green there it is and that makes up for over three quarters of the audience tonight  
3:29  
mine is clear all right let's goof  
3:34  
listen you'll find out why that's important later all right why is the earth called the blue planet all 
right  
3:41  



some of you might be obvious did you know in ancient rome some fascinating facts about the 
color blue in ancient  
3:47  
rome public servants wore blue did you know that that's why police officers wear blue today  
3:52  
and why other public servants wear blue it goes all the way back to ancient rome we are highly 
influenced by our past  
3:58  
ladies and gentlemen i know my children even one of them was asked today you know what's 
your favorite subject and instead of answering what her favorite  
4:04  
subject was she answered what her least favorite subject was and it was history how many did 
not like history when you  
4:09  
were growing up in high school how many of you love history now okay see my kids  
4:15  
i told you it's not just me i hated history growing up i i only got a d because back then that's the 
only that's  
4:21  
what it took to pass right was a d today it's like a b or something and i would be still in third 
grade  
4:28  
uh but today i absolutely love history and uh in history if we don't learn it  
4:34  
we do what we repeat it amen blue was used as protection against witches did you know  
4:41  
that who supposedly disliked the color so whether you believe that or not but that is a fact that is 
out there blue is  
4:49  
the color of the spirit of god all throughout the scriptures so we're going to find out why why is 
ruach  
4:55  
that in in hebrew is wind which is connected to the spirit wind always has a  
5:01  
connotation of blue along with the waves of the sea some more did you know if you are a true 
blue you are loyal and faithful why  
5:10  
didn't they say you know true orange you know boy she is a true orange i mean that  
5:16  
just doesn't come out right you know but true blue where did that terminology come from why is 
it that true blue is  
5:24  
connected to loyal and faithfulness originally blue stood for love did you know that which is why 
brides  
5:31  



in the old days carried or wore something blue on her wedding day how many knew that okay 
yeah so  
5:37  
i'm not crazy there are other people in here that know some of these facts that that brides carry 
blue on their wedding day because it goes back to the original  
5:44  
color of of love was not red it was blue  
5:50  
a room that's painted in blue scientifically is proven to create a relaxing atmosphere  
5:56  
how many know that when you wear red it gets people up tight like pastor julian is wearing red  
6:02  
tonight trying to mess with me by sitting in the front row  
6:12  
all right i sold into my peripheral vision like you cannot imagine right now  
6:17  
okay so  
6:22  
how many have heard of a blue book back in the day a blue book is a list of socially prominent 
people okay  
6:29  
and the first prize gets what a blue ribbon why why blue where is all  
6:34  
this coming from you see this this thread this blue thread there's a lot of connectivity of 
connections of why blue  
6:40  
is so important blue blood was always said to be of rich people or noble descent blue blood  
6:46  
how many grew up your mother or your friend telling you that your blood is blue until it hits 
oxygen  
6:52  
right how many still believe that don't raise your hand seriously i i believe that all the way until i 
was  
6:58  
married not really all right into the blue means into the  
7:03  
unknown right star trek would say going into the blue that mean going into the unknown well 
where did that phrase  
7:10  
originate why did they say going into the blue going into the unknown i think we're going to find 
some answers to that  
7:16  
tonight the pharaohs of ancient egypt did you know that they wore blue for protection against 
evil gods  
7:23  



against evil they wore blue why did they wear blue and where did they get the idea to wear blue 
from  
7:30  
do you think that they just made up the color blue as a protection against the evil or  
7:37  
could it possibly be that there might be something to that i'm not saying that blue protects you 
from evil i'm saying  
7:42  
that there might be something that they understood about color of why they chose that color  
7:49  
all right number two number two we're like on ten screen already blue laws are used to enforce 
moral standards  
7:55  
so blue laws are connected to morality a blue ribbon panel is a group of especially qualified  
8:01  
people the entire sky and the ocean are blue 70  
8:06  
of our earth's planet is made up of ocean water which is blue from our  
8:12  
perspective let's talk about blue in scripture to see if there's anything in the scriptures that we can 
discover to  
8:18  
back up maybe or help understand why blue is so important  
8:23  
and why almost 70 percent of us it's our favorite color exodus chapter 39 verse 22 it says he  
8:29  
made of the robe an ephod of woven work all blue so the  
8:36  
ephod that undergarment of the priest was made of  
8:41  
blue the color blue okay and so i want to ask the question why  
8:48  
in school especially grade school i used to always my peers wouldn't would get uh  
8:53  
upset with me because i was always the kid asking all the questions why why how  
8:59  
many have kids like that right don't cross the street why because the cars are driving they could 
they could  
9:04  
hit you why you know i mean just keeps going it never ends you know what i mean and  
9:09  
you'll end up dead why because the car hits you why and it just becomes a circle of wise  
9:16  
well i love to ask why because you don't get any answers if you don't ask questions and i believe 
our god is a  
9:21  



teacher and he loves for us to raise our hand and ask questions and the bible says that those who 
seek him will find him so let me just say this and go off  
9:28  
the grid for just a moment if you stop the reason why you stopped hearing from god for this 
whoever this is for is  
9:34  
because you stopped seeking and for those of you that have stopped  
9:40  
seeking god somewhere point in your life it's because you you never were seeking him  
9:46  
to begin with you know why because your pl your path  
9:51  
of that you thought was following god when man let you down you quit  
9:57  
by product and proof that you were never following the most high to begin with  
10:02  
the way that he wanted to anyway and so the father i believe for whoever this is here tonight and 
maybe you're  
10:08  
online is that don't put your hope in men we will fail you  
10:13  
we will fail you if you put your hope in him and you're  
10:18  
following him it just doesn't matter what man does okay all right so blue find out why why did  
10:25  
god choose blue he could have chose white and white would have been a very logical uh choice 
as you're going to discover tonight but he chose blue  
10:32  
we're going to turn to numbers chapter four and uh we'll go a little deeper in this verse five when 
the camp is to move on  
10:38  
so the israelites have to move their camp aaron his sons are to go in and take down the shielding 
curtain  
10:45  
and cover the arc of the testimony with it so basically imagine a circus  
10:50  
and you've all seen circuses driving down the highway it's incredible how much they can fit into 
a little box or a  
10:56  
little carton or or or a trailer on the back of a truck well that's very much the way it was in  
11:02  
ancient israel when they went from camp to camp they would box everything up put it on carts 
and there was this very  
11:09  
specific packing list that yahweh told his people this is exactly how i want you to pack 
everything up just like guys  



11:16  
from frye wagner today would say okay you want to use bubble wrap around this you want to 
use this cloth around that  
11:23  
there's very specific elements that the king yahweh decided of how he wanted his  
11:28  
stuff packed up they did not just take the utensils and just decide okay i'm going to put it you 
know through the  
11:34  
dishwasher and i'm going to get it out i'm going to put it here and put one of them in my pocket 
and no it didn't work that was very very detailed okay  
11:42  
and we're going to discover how detail it was then they are to cover this with hides  
11:48  
of sea cows how many have seen a seek out me neither i have no idea okay uh if you  
11:56  
just saw if you just raised your hand you saw sea cal see me after service i want to know what a 
sea cow is and don't  
12:02  
tell me it's a manatee all right but in any case there was leather so they covered it with leather  
12:09  
and then they spread listen a cloth of solid blue over that and put the poles in place  
12:15  
so they covered up the ark of the covenant with leather and then they put a blue linen cloth over 
the top of it  
12:23  
and then they put the poles in place so they're carrying the ark and what are you seeing how do 
you know where the ark of the  
12:29  
covenant is which one is the ark it has blue over the top of it and my question is going  
12:34  
to be the same why did he choose blue he could have chose every color under  
12:40  
the spectrum he chose blue  
12:45  
we continue on over the table of the presents okay they're to spread a blue cloth now they  
12:52  
put a blue cloth first then they put the plates in the dishes and the bowls and the jars for the drink  
12:58  
offerings on top and the bread that is continually there is to remain on it over these they're spread 
a scarlet  
13:05  
cloth cover that with the leather and then put the poles in place  
13:12  
they are to take a blue cloth and cover the lamp stand so the menorah that's in the holy place they 
cover it with a blue  



13:18  
cloth together with its lamps its wick trimmers and its trays all the jars for  
13:25  
the oil used to supply it so all that goes in one place it gets covered in a blue cloth then they wrap 
it and all of accessories  
13:32  
and covering with the hides of the sea cows and put it on a carrying frame  
13:37  
blue then the leather over the gold altar  
13:43  
there to spread a blue cloth over it as well cover it with hides and sea cows and put poles in place  
13:49  
they take all the articles that are used for ministering in the sanctuary wrap them in a blue cloth 
cover that with the  
13:54  
hides of the sea cows and put those on a carrying frame continuing in numbers four verse 13 they  
14:00  
are to remove the ashes from the bronze altar and spread a purple cloth over it  
14:06  
we just changed right there and my question is going to be what why  
14:12  
why did he just change because we were on a roll there and it made a lot of sense when we're 
going to find out why  
14:17  
blue is so important he went blue blue blue blue blue scarlet  
14:23  
then they are to place it on the utensils used for ministering at the altar including the fire pans 
meat fork shovel  
14:29  
sprinkling bowls over it there to spread a covering of leather  
14:34  
and put the poles in place so let's do a quick review  
14:39  
the ark of the covenant goes like this curtain rawhide blue  
14:45  
table of showbread blue utensils scarlet leather  
14:53  
the golden lampstand or the menorah blue leather  
14:58  
next we have the golden altar the altar blue and then leather  
15:05  
and then we have the miscellaneous articles used in the sanctuary blue and then rawhide  
15:10  
and lastly the brazen altar which has purple utensils  
15:16  
and then rawhide no blue so i think we need to discover why god  



15:22  
is choosing these colors because listen how boring let me just ask that i should have started with 
this question how  
15:28  
boring would life be if you could not see color if everything was in black and white  
15:35  
first of all it would make shopping a lot easier guys would actually probably go with their wives  
15:40  
if everything was just two choices black or white we're done let's go  
15:46  
color is what complicates the world but it also makes the world beautiful how many go on 
vacation you go to you  
15:53  
know maybe a place like puerto vallarta and you have the the contrast of the beautiful white sand 
and then right  
15:59  
behind it is the mountains full of the luscious green jungle it would be terrible if the if the  
16:05  
jungle was black and the sand was white god created all of us with different shades different 
colors he created the  
16:12  
whole earth beautiful spectrum of every color of the rainbow more colors than even our 
computers can come up with  
16:19  
and my question is going to be why why is he so concerned about color  
16:27  
there's a reason and i believe that we can discover  
16:32  
and we'll we'll what those reasons are and we're gonna but we're gonna start with the color blue  
16:39  
first of all the ark of the covenant is the only item out of all of the items in the entire caravan that 
its final  
16:46  
covering is blue instead of leather and so what you're looking at when you're looking at the 
caravan is you're seeing  
16:52  
leather leather leather leather leather leather blue you're seeing no color no color no color  
16:59  
no color blue yahweh wanted the place where his glory dwelt to be  
17:06  
covered in blue so could it be god's color i don't know  
17:12  
let's talk about the veil because there's a veil that goes in between the holy place and the holy of 
holies it's  
17:17  



made up of four colors and it's these colors that we just read about let's dig in and find out the 
power of color  
17:24  
because he could have chose any color and he wanted to and he chose four  
17:29  
number one exodus chapter 26 31 says this thou shalt make a veil of blue  
17:35  
purple scarlet and fine twined linen of cunning  
17:40  
work with the hairbeams shall it be made so in basically the curtain was was made  
17:47  
there was the chair beam that were made into the curtain and these four colors were used so you 
have these four colors  
17:52  
blue blue represents the heavenly it's the pure the ruach and divine royalty okay the  
18:00  
divine color of god is blue as you're going to see uh no question about it  
18:06  
number two purple is the divine color of kings this is why the pharaohs  
18:13  
would wear blue to ward off evil because they knew that the royal color  
18:19  
of that day was purple and earthly color earthly royalty does not scare  
18:26  
demonic beings it does not scare something that's not in that dimension does that make sense but 
blue was used  
18:32  
because it was known to be the divine ultimate color of the most high even  
18:38  
though they didn't serve the most high it was known as the spiritual royalty  
18:44  
so the color of blue the spiritual color of god from the pharaoh's perspective scares  
18:50  
away the demons but purple which is the the spiritual color or excuse me the physical royalty 
color as  
18:57  
you know was the color of of man's royalty  
19:02  
it it only uh it told only man who the authority was but it certainly didn't tell  
19:08  
the spiritual realm of the authority was when you get into scarlet scarlet is what  
19:13  
how do you make scarlet scarlet is the mixture  
19:19  
of blue and purple so when you mix the divine  
19:25  



royalty with human royalty you have  
19:30  
blood scarlet you have the blood of the messiah well who was yeshua jesus was none other  
19:37  
than what divine royalty and the king  
19:43  
you mix the divine color with the human color of royalty and you have scarlet  
19:50  
which is exactly why ladies and gentlemen scarlet was the color used to  
19:55  
cover the altar of sacrifice because the altar of sacrifice the  
20:02  
brazen altar is none other than the very place that our messiah sacrificed  
20:08  
himself as the mixture between the divine and  
20:13  
the natural world and then there was linen  
20:18  
white the truth white represents righteousness perfect representation of all of the colors  
20:26  
of the sun if you will and the saints revelation 19 7 through 8. you can look it up later and so 
white  
20:33  
whether you know it or not scientifically is actually every color when you look at the color white 
it is  
20:40  
only white because every color is reflecting into your retina that's what makes white white  
20:50  
the curtain tells the time ladies and gentlemen because what happens it started off with the divine  
20:56  
when the earth was created what was it nothing but what it was water  
21:03  
and the ruach hovered over the face of the water it was nothing but blue it was it was  
21:08  
giving the divine color of there was nothing but yahweh at that point and then what happened is 
he sent his  
21:15  
only begotten son as the mixture between mankind and the  
21:21  
most high god and out comes scarlet and what happens when he dies and he rises  
21:27  
from the dead what does he wear and what do we wear when we are mikford in his blood  
21:32  
we wear white we are giving robes of righteousness white and let me just posit this to you  
21:39  
tonight the colors that god puts out in the earth are not necessarily just for your  



21:46  
enjoyment they're not just so that that you can see the beauty of god's creation how  
21:53  
many have heard me say a million times whatever happens in the spiritual realm there's a 
physical message whatever happens in the physical there's a  
21:58  
spiritual message god is using the earth to speak to us science is just now  
22:04  
starting to catch up did you know that everything in in  
22:10  
every frequency has a color to it science is finally figuring this out  
22:16  
i don't subscribe to new age at all but this is one thing that they called it an aurora that everybody 
had a color and  
22:22  
science finally caught up that it's true everything has a color every frequency  
22:28  
actually has a color so what does that mean why why are there  
22:34  
colors here's why god is telling us when he chooses to when his son wears a white robe and you  
22:41  
are wearing a white robe i want to ask the question why why not blue that'd have been cool why  
22:47  
not purple why not scarlet why did he choose to give you white  
22:52  
because white is the representation of every color and color is character  
23:00  
every color is a characteristic of god everyone every color when you look at color  
23:06  
ladies and gentlemen i don't care where it is in the earth realm you are literally looking at the 
image of god  
23:12  
you are literally looking at the characteristics of god this is why color affects you  
23:20  
do you think that it's a coincidence that science has finally proven that blue calms people down 
and red gets  
23:25  
people excited and it's all subconscious and there's nothing you can do about it  
23:31  
is because god created color there is a there is a cool part of god of a calm  
23:37  
graceful merciful god and then there is also a judgment type of god  
23:43  
and the color red god is every color of the rainbow but when you actually put all of the  
23:49  
beautiful characteristics together you get white every one of you are an individual color  



23:55  
some of you have a little bit more mercy you're more bluish some of you are a little bit more  
24:01  
judgmental why do you think they call it hot tempered and your face turns red god could have 
made it turn blue  
24:09  
but he's trying to send us a message we call hot heads right they turn red  
24:15  
god's trying to give us a message every one of you have a different characteristic and believe it or 
not  
24:21  
every one of those characteristics can all be found deep inside the character of our creator if you 
are on your own  
24:27  
listen i don't care who this is for tonight but god does that if you are on your own  
24:34  
you are defrauding the body of messiah from a color that i don't have  
24:40  
and your neighbor doesn't have when you have the opportunity to be in community  
24:46  
and inside of a family of a mishpika and you're following god not by yourself did  
24:51  
you know that it's against the word of god to follow god by yourself  
24:57  
it's commanded that you are part of a local assembly did you know that it's command it says do 
not forsake the  
25:04  
assembly together do you know why because you're forsaking the characteristics of god  
25:10  
because there's wisdom in one counselor right no there's a wisdom and abundance of counselors  
25:18  
why because you're gonna get different colors the greatest companies on earth have the  
25:23  
best staff executive staff and one person's not ruling the staff  
25:29  
the most powerful growing companies out there are people that are surrounding themselves with 
people smarter than them  
25:36  
because they understand that we are not individual cells  
25:41  
you are made up of billions of cells they all work in harmony with one  
25:46  
another is this making sense this is why a family that operates out of love has the  
25:53  
full characteristics of god when you seek the lord together with  
26:00  



the color the beautiful color of god which we're going to get into just a minute you begin to see 
the true beauty it  
26:07  
glows when you've been in the presence of god ladies and gentlemen you glow ask moses when 
he came down from the mountain  
26:14  
what color did they see they couldn't even look at him his face was so bright we were supposed 
to display all the  
26:20  
characteristics of the lord but what happens is most of us how many married someone that was 
the  
26:25  
opposite of you that's the way it works doesn't it god i think he tricks us  
26:31  
he does that on purpose do you know why because he wants you to see what you  
26:36  
can't see and he wants you to be what you can be  
26:42  
and you need the other person to cause you to be what he's called you to be  
26:48  
and that's the same inside of assembly so let's keep going that was a little  
26:54  
rabbi trail yeshua came from the heaven and the spirit he came as an earthly  
27:00  
high priest as i just mentioned he shed his blood rose from the dead and with that white robe 
gave us perfect  
27:07  
righteousness in his truth blue is representative of the perfect  
27:12  
royal priesthood that is always there and above us but before we know yeshua  
27:17  
we are unconscious of it do you think it's coincidence that ladies and gentlemen you look up in 
the middle of  
27:23  
the afternoon and it's a blue sky from the perspective of god  
27:29  
this earth is his footstool you are the tabernacle of the most high  
27:36  
god and what covered the ark of the covenant blue  
27:43  
this earth is the is supposed to be the very place it's supposed to be the ark  
27:48  
of the covenant you're supposed to be a place where the holy of holies can be  
27:54  
that's why when you look up he's trying to remind you that you are just like the ark of the 
covenant i am covering you in  



28:00  
my divine royalty purple is the combination of scarlet and  
28:07  
blue and is the the color that we become when we understand that we accept blue  
28:12  
when you accept the divine powers of that be above you that's when you can become the color  
28:20  
that god wanted you to be for what a royal nation and priesthood  
28:27  
you are a royal nation you're supposed to have blue in your blood  
28:32  
you are noble ladies and gentlemen you are not the tail you are the head  
28:38  
god did not call you to be slaves anymore to man's system or the traditions and doctrines of men 
he  
28:44  
called you to come out of that system and then bleed blue  
28:53  
scarlet is the constant death of the flesh it's being crucified with christ  
28:59  
we always want our way everybody wants their way matter of fact when we don't get our way 
we just go find somebody some other  
29:05  
other place to play in we take our our toys out of our sandbox and we go somewhere else 
because we don't know how  
29:11  
really to get along with one another god says i i'm allowing conflict  
29:18  
it's good did you know that  
29:24  
it is opportunity that's good conflict is opportunity for growth you  
29:29  
avoid conflict you avoid growth no different than you avoid the gym  
29:36  
because you don't want to push resistance you avoid strength  
29:41  
there's a reason why they call it resistance training you have to have something resist you in 
order to have growth  
29:49  
linen is the color of the robe we get when we were found faithful on that day amen how about 
this scripture very  
29:55  
obscure scripture deuteronomy chapter 22 says this do not wear clothes of wool  
30:00  
and linen woven together wool and linen woven together highly believe our god is smarter than 
we are  



30:08  
i have a friend of mine that says that he said god is smarter than we are i believe that  
30:14  
it doesn't take much to be smarter than me but he is really smart and i believe that when he 
created  
30:19  
the earth and he created the heavens there were scientific principles that he built into it do you 
believe that  
30:25  
how many believe that the earth is just floating in space or how many know that there is actually 
it's not floating at all  
30:32  
science is discovering it's not floating floating has the idea that there's  
30:37  
nothing there but if you actually uh research some of this you discover that  
30:43  
there are pockets in they can actually graph outer space that what you can't see they  
30:50  
can graph and the earth is sitting like it's hung matter of fact the bible says that  
30:58  
if if the scientists would only start with the bible we might have floating cars by now  
31:12  
so let's discover because i like to ask this question why okay i i admit it i'm greek  
31:19  
and uh you know mom used to always tell me you need to do this  
31:24  
why so when god says me to do something when i first started out in this uh in this  
31:30  
message 12 years ago 10 or 12 years ago you know i just couldn't you know someone told me 
hey you need to make  
31:36  
sure that you don't eat lobster because god says in the garden not to eat lobster and i said why 
and he couldn't  
31:42  
answer my question he said god said so i said well why he couldn't answer my question  
31:47  
and although you know if god says so i should believe it right but jim staley being who i am i  
31:54  
want to find out why there's got to be a good reason god just doesn't tell us to do something 
something without a reason  
31:59  
no more than a good father doesn't tell his children to do something without a good reason now 
sometimes we as fathers we don't  
32:06  
have to tell our children why but we still have a good reason but maybe we're in the middle of  
32:12  



something and we don't have time to tell them why that's where obedience comes in and i believe 
there's a lot of things  
32:18  
that god tells us to do and he just wants to find out if you're going to do it if god tells you to 
stand on your head  
32:23  
pat your tummy and eat a raw egg at the same time i make a good youtube video in it  
32:31  
would you do it i mean the reality is is that i had someone one time tell me to my face even  
32:36  
if jesus christ himself was standing here and told me with his own voice not to eat a ham 
sandwich i would still  
32:43  
eat it now ladies and gentlemen come on that is the rebellion inside of  
32:50  
our hearts we want to do what we want to do because we don't understand why  
32:58  
well how many would we learn to think that everything has frequencies everything everything's 
vibrating right now  
33:04  
everybody barely do this here's an experiment take your teeth and barely touch them to one 
another  
33:13  
isn't that amazing you feel them vibrating if you barely touch your teeth together  
33:18  
they're vibrating tremendously you just don't know it did you know that your eyes are vibrating 
at tremendous speeds  
33:25  
right now right now it's calculating things it's vibrating everything and those are  
33:31  
things that we can measure if you look at your neighbor's eye real carefully you will actually see 
it vibrating at a high at a high level  
33:39  
the chair that you're sitting on is vibrating scientists have discovered that no matter how far you 
zoom in  
33:44  
everything is vibrating when you make a vibration what what what happens there's a sound  
33:51  
rocks have a frequency guess what that means that they probably make sounds  
33:57  
which means they probably cry out how many know that that that that there  
34:04  
are elements in this earth that you can actually take information and put it into  
34:11  
you have a cell phone it has metal built into it as circuit board has got information embedded in it 
and god made  



34:17  
the element to be able to store information now we take it for granted because we go  
34:24  
well yeah it's a cell phone no that's metal that came from iron ore or whatever inside of the earth 
that god  
34:30  
made that records before they created the recorder he created the materials for the recorder  
34:38  
so how do we not know amen how do we not know that a rock we just ain't figured  
34:43  
out how to make it into a telephone yet or to an iphone that can record how do we not know that 
the rock was the  
34:51  
first app  
34:57  
and it's just recording everything around us 24 hours a day so when god kills all mankind and  
35:04  
everything's destroyed guess what's left the rocks judgment day they all get do what  
35:10  
resurrect the rocks come to life what you saw on the lord of the rings maybe is true i don't know  
35:16  
the rocks cry out but all i know is everything has a frequency and science is getting to the place 
where it can  
35:22  
actually begin to take the frequency and discover what those frequencies are  
35:28  
nobel prize winning dr otto heinrich warrenberg identified signature frequency numbers of the 
average human  
35:34  
to be around 70 to 90. so when you're operating during the day your signature frequency is about 
70 to 90 on average  
35:42  
if it gets under 50 that's where chronic illness and cancer comes you cannot get cancer from what 
i understand in in the science  
35:49  
journals you cannot get cancer until your frequency drops below 50. so god created to be 70 to 
90 i'm going  
35:56  
to guess it's probably 77 i don't know just a wild guess but uh but when it drops below 50 that's 
when  
36:02  
you're going to get sick that's when you have problems linen has a signature frequency of 5 000  
36:08  
linen comes from flax okay extremely high frequency it excites  
36:14  
other frequencies it actually uh linen what it does is it harmonizes other  



36:20  
frequencies and brings them back to their original god-given signature frequency so do you  
36:26  
think that it might be coincidence that god said i don't want you wearing hanes  
36:32  
mr high priest okay i don't want you wearing fruit of the loom i want you to wear linen  
36:40  
because linen is going to excite all of the frequencies that are inside of you that i created so when 
you stand before  
36:47  
me you are standing before me with the way that i created you  
36:53  
at least the optimal way to do that let's look at linen linen clothing  
36:59  
reduces solar gamma radiation by almost half  
37:04  
it's resistant to fungus and bacteria flax is found to be an effective barrier to some diseases  
37:11  
linen does not cause allergic reactions and is helpful in treating a number of allergic disorders  
37:20  
linen cloth does not accumulate static electricity which is probably a good thing for the high 
priest once he when he goes into  
37:27  
the ark of the covenant scene that it's pretty powerful heat conductivity of linen is five times  
37:34  
as high as wool and 19 times as high as that of silk  
37:40  
revelation 19 8 says and to her was granted that she would be arrayed in  
37:46  
fine linen clean and bright for fine linen is the righteousness of  
37:52  
the saints he's trying to tell us something let's look at other fabrics and see what their frequencies 
are cotton is 100 silk is 10. so it's the  
38:01  
higher the frequency the better rayon is 15. polyester acrylic spandex  
38:08  
is there even such thing as that anymore lycra viscose and nylon measure zero and  
38:15  
do not reflect light at all no reflection of light whatsoever in any of  
38:20  
those sorry back in the polyester days of the suits you guys no reflection of light no frequency  
38:29  
but signature frequency of wool is also 5 000. so we've got a problem  
38:35  
because linen and wool if you wear them together scientifically they cancel each  
38:41  



other out and create a negative charge so if you wear linen and wool  
38:47  
together says the lord god he's like listen wear whatever you want but here's the deal don't wear 
wool and linen together because if you do it creates a  
38:53  
negative charge to the body and pulls down the signature frequencies of all your organs  
38:58  
which could cause you to get sick which lowers the overall signature frequency of your body so 
god is not trying to  
39:04  
make some freakish law that we christians look at that's the old testament because clearly god 
didn't  
39:10  
know what he was doing back then but now the new covenant jesus  
39:15  
knows what he's doing and he has fixed all of this and we can  
39:20  
wear whatever we want no the reality is that god is way smarter than we think he knew this stuff 
long before we ever  
39:27  
discovered it and he just says hey i love you  
39:32  
every commandment did you know that is just and i love you when i tell my children do not go 
and  
39:38  
play out in the street what i'm saying is i love you i love you so much  
39:45  
i'm going to create a fence for you so that it protects you what the enemy's job is is to teach us 
and lie to us that  
39:52  
the fence is trying to protect us for something on the other side that god's preventing us from 
having something  
39:59  
that's why god said in the garden i'm putting a fence around the tree of life after they  
40:05  
sinned why because god doesn't want them to live forever no  
40:10  
god did not want them to live forever in the state of death  
40:16  
it was an act of love the flaming swords were an act of love  
40:23  
he says you cannot eat from the tree of life anymore because if you do you will live forever in 
the state of decay  
40:32  
in the state of being bent away from me who wants to live for eternity with this sinful junk that 
we fight every day  



40:39  
i don't want to live forever that's why i have chocolate on my strawberries  
40:49  
real chocolate not carob just kidding i just made a lot of people upset right  
40:55  
there what's the opposite of white  
41:01  
black okay black is the opposite of white it wasn't a trick question  
41:06  
how many know that black absorbs light it does not reflect light whatsoever  
41:14  
white reflects light perfectly okay so black is the opposite of white which  
41:20  
is why black if you ever wondered why hollywood ends up you know dark horror movies and 
black is always associated  
41:27  
with with evil and bad and white is always associated with good where did they get that idea 
from who made up  
41:33  
those things or is it inherent in our nature coming from the scriptures that god says that white is  
41:41  
reflection of me blackness is the opposite of me it's the absence of me  
41:50  
but it all starts with blue as we discovered or does it  
41:58  
because the reality is is everything starts with white because white  
42:04  
is every color of the rainbow white is really where blue came from so  
42:09  
let's get into a little science right now as you discover that everything starts with white  
42:15  
let's find out why everything starts with why white and why  
42:21  
is the sky blue little science lesson for you the sun puts off white light  
42:27  
and it comes down to earth and then it hits the particles and all the dust fragments that are 
floating around in  
42:33  
the earth how many by the way little rabbit trail when like you're sitting in your house  
42:38  
and like the light comes through the window and you see all the dust  
42:44  
that freak you out doesn't it make you like want to go like this i mean like you're breathing that 
stuff  
42:51  
like how are we not totally full of our lungs just full of dust  



42:56  
i don't understand that because you're breathing dirt it's not kosher either way by the way  
43:05  
but anyway all of that dust particles that are floating around in our atmosphere the dust  
43:11  
could could absorb anything it wanted it absorbs every single color of the  
43:16  
rainbow except blue it will not absorb blue so the only reason why you see a blue  
43:22  
sky is because it's the only color that is being reflected from the dust  
43:28  
particles let me throw this out to you in a spiritual realm because i believe that god created 
science to give us spiritual  
43:34  
messages what are you created from  
43:40  
what are you supposed to reflect the divine color of god  
43:47  
you are supposed to absorb listen all of the characteristics of god the  
43:52  
light of god is supposed to come in what are you called the light of the world you're supposed to 
absorb all of the  
43:59  
characteristics of yahweh and what you're supposed to reflect is him  
44:05  
in his divine royalty you are a royal diadem in his hand  
44:11  
you hold the white righteousness of god and when you reflect the characteristics of god  
44:17  
as you absorb them at the same time what people see is him  
44:22  
they see his royalty see the mistake that many people make especially preachers in ministry and 
people that  
44:28  
stand on stages and declare god's name is that they begin to absorb this is what happened with 
lucifer the highest  
44:34  
angel absorbing the light of god and reflecting the light of god and at some point they begin to 
think that they  
44:41  
deserve something and when you think that you deserve something you stopped reflecting  
44:50  
and when you absorb everything and you stop reflecting what color do you become  
44:56  
black darkness begins to ensue  
45:01  



let's make this real in your life because we're going through a lot of science stuff and a lot of cool 
stuff but the reality is is that every single  
45:07  
one of us are a pie chart this is what i teach in counseling you're all a pie chart what christianity 
has taught us is  
45:13  
that we're just one big circle but god says you're not you are made up of many many many 
categories  
45:21  
you can give me this section over here while the enemy comes in and makes this one black you 
see he only needs one little spot  
45:28  
inside of you to grow cancer does not start with anything but a single cell  
45:36  
and it doubles every day you see when you let cancer get inside  
45:41  
let me just say it this way for whoever is in here tonight you will bitterness something happened 
to you in a  
45:47  
relationship it caused you to be angry you walked away from that relationship  
45:52  
and in the moment that you walked away from the relationship and you did not follow the 
scriptural protocols of restoration the way the scripture says  
45:59  
to do it because of your emotions that god out of hand in your hand  
46:04  
what happened was you allowed the enemy to plant a single cancer cell inside of you  
46:10  
and maybe it took 20 years later for it to develop into something that you can actually see now 
that's affected you  
46:15  
tremendously but that cancer doesn't stop growing  
46:22  
there's no chemotherapy in the spiritual realm that just slows it down  
46:27  
god created and excuse me he allows the cancer to grow and what happens is it grows and grows  
46:33  
and it takes over every category of your life until your life becomes black until you don't even 
know who you are  
46:40  
some of you loved god with all of your heart when you were younger you served him you went 
on mission trips you gave  
46:46  
him everything you promised to follow him all the days of your life and something happened 
with  
46:52  



a human how is it that a human being  
46:59  
can take your eyes off the prize how is it  
47:04  
that a human can thwart your way in this direction or that direction  
47:09  
because if you actually keep your eye on the star and that's the north star you will end  
47:16  
up in bethlehem ladies and gentlemen you will end up at the feet of the king every time  
47:21  
take your eyes off of that star and put it on a human star and you will never end up in the house 
of bran  
47:30  
are you catching this god is wanting you to see color not black and white  
47:36  
one of the biggest problems with religion and movements especially movements you know that 
are  
47:42  
around us right now is that they're black and white  
47:47  
truth or no truth and god says that's not the question  
47:54  
my god says can you see in color because i'm a god of color and not everything is black and 
white  
48:01  
if it was black and white there would be no faith there'd be no relationship can you  
48:06  
imagine having a husband-wife relationship where it's it's like everything is so spelled out  
48:12  
how boring would that be god created color so he could create  
48:18  
relationship he wants you to be able to be the dust of the earth  
48:25  
to reflect his color to mankind amen  
48:31  
so some interesting thoughts in the torah the word mitzvah or commandment  
48:37  
good deed comes from the hebrew word which means to connect did you know that  
48:42  
it comes from the hebrew word that means to connect now when i show you something here in a 
minute this is all going to come full  
48:49  
circle no pun intended for where i'm going here but god has a reason why he even in the  
48:56  
hebrew language itself the word commandment is to connect and i know from the from the 
physical level what you're thinking it connects you to god  



49:04  
let me make it real in marriage okay be married for almost 18 years i have  
49:09  
learned something it took me about eight days because it took me my whole honeymoon plus one 
day  
49:16  
to realize that if i keep my wife's commandments i'm connected to her  
49:22  
my commandments don't matter it's her commandments that matter amen men  
49:28  
god wants to connect to you and he uses the instructions manual the instruction manual to do that 
watch this what fabric  
49:35  
did yahweh tell his people to wear that is blue and daily connects us to him  
49:41  
very good numbers chapter 15 verse 38 says this speak unto the children of israel and bid them 
that they wear fringes in the  
49:48  
border of their garments throughout their generations they put upon the fringe of the border of a 
ribbon of blue so the israelites  
49:56  
were commanded by god to wear a blue tassel called z seats okay it's not zits  
50:05  
we become new into the movement i'm telling you this is what they tell me do you guys have any 
for sale i'm looking for some zit zits  
50:12  
i'm like no no really the eye is a long eye okay it's it's like an e it's  
50:18  
zeitzeed you know so i get it all right  
50:23  
but tassels so why did god do this why did he tell us to why did he tell  
50:29  
you know the israelites to wear these strings this is really cool  
50:35  
how about this luke chapter 8 verse 43 and a woman who had a hemorrhage for 12 years could 
not be healed by anyone  
50:42  
verse 44 came up behind him touched the fringe of his cloak and immediately heard hemorrhage 
stopped so she touched  
50:48  
this right here she touched the hem of his garden there were z seats that was called the fringe of 
the garment or the  
50:55  
the the the wing okay so let's go and find out something that's really cool a prophecy about the  
51:01  



messiah in malachi chapter four verse two it says this but for you who fear my name the son of 
righteousness will rise  
51:09  
with healing in his wings and you will go forth and skip about  
51:14  
like calves from the stall did you know that that word wings in the hebrew  
51:20  
is the same word for fringes which is  
51:25  
ultimately this right here the strings so why is it said that the son of  
51:31  
righteousness will rise with healing in his strings healing in his wings  
51:42  
the zetsiot and plural are made of strings that connect to the body  
51:48  
and i must suggest to you that there was a very real reason why god told his rights to do this it 
wasn't just for  
51:53  
show ultimately it says in the scriptures on the static uh uh level the pashat level if you will uh  
52:01  
the most obvious level is that he want it says that he wants them to remember  
52:06  
to remember that when you put these on in the morning you'll remember who you belong to how 
many of you are married  
52:12  
raise your left hand it's not a trick question don't be ashamed or you get in trouble  
52:17  
by the person sitting next to you okay look at your hand what do you have on there you got a 
wedding ring  
52:23  
where on earth did that concept come from and why do you have a wedding ring the wedding 
ring is designed to remind  
52:29  
you who you are and who you belong to so what god did is he said okay i need  
52:36  
something that that will remind them who they belong to who they are and what  
52:41  
they're supposed to do wedding ring who i am who who i belong to and what i'm supposed to do 
i'm  
52:48  
supposed to be faithful to my wife i promise to love her for sickness and health until death do we 
part so on and  
52:53  
so forth the zeatsy the zetsuyo these are designed to remind us that we are  
53:00  



covenant people every morning when i put my zeat seed on i am praying god bathe me in who 
you are  
53:07  
let your commandments let them be like honey on my lips let me speak words of righteousness 
to my  
53:13  
family to my wife and to those around me keep me in covenant with you this day  
53:19  
it's just and you know what if anything else it's a reminder to say that prayer  
53:24  
how many remember the wwjd bracelets what were they designed to do  
53:31  
remind us they're rubber z seats  
53:36  
i mean listen the string on the finger listen why is it a string on the finger we keep trying to 
reinvent the wheel  
53:44  
god said i already gave you something to remind you and he wants you to put it on the four 
corners of the government why because if  
53:50  
you know anything about scripture he does what he calls out to the four corners of the world you 
are  
53:57  
representative of the entire world  
54:02  
you are god's representative to the four corners of the earth to bring his covenant to them  
54:09  
to be a light to the nations and go figure which color did god choose that  
54:15  
said you have to have this color thread blue  
54:21  
blue is the color he chose because you are walking ladies and gentlemen in divine royalty  
54:28  
you are surrounded on the four corners of your earth with his divine color  
54:35  
reminding the earth who i belong to  
54:46  
but it gets way better because ladies and gentlemen he didn't choose to like he could listen it 
could have been worse  
54:52  
the priests had to have pomegranates okay i mean he could have said i want you to hang 
watermelons from your waist  
54:57  
on the four corners you know i mean for real seriously that had been a god of humor right you 
know  
55:03  



or like tomatoes i want you that would have been all right with me but the problem is that i ate 
him by lunch but he said strings  
55:10  
and i believe there's a reason because scientists are starting to develop an understanding of what 
they  
55:17  
call string theory string theory is the idea that the  
55:23  
entire universe is made up of microscopic strings  
55:30  
everything there's two kinds of strings there are open-ended strings and there are closed  
55:37  
strings and science does not understand us but all these strings vibrate  
55:44  
it's far out as they can see they see vibrations and they can  
55:49  
actually now hear sound that you can't hear with your naked ear  
55:56  
why because everything's vibrating at a frequency how many know that when you have the the  
56:02  
uh the wine glass or the crystal glass right it has a signature frequency  
56:08  
so what is that singer trying to do if she wants to break that glass she she matches she is raising 
the pitch  
56:16  
until she finds the the pitch the frequency of that glass when she hits  
56:22  
the frequency of that glass all she has to do is raise the decibel level the  
56:27  
loudness of that frequency and it will vibrate well it'll vibrate the frequency  
56:33  
of that glass will start vibrating in the in the decibel levels goes up and then the cells explode the 
atoms explode  
56:42  
in the same way the enemy is trying to find your frequency  
56:48  
he is trying to frustrate you and vibrate you to find your signature frequency  
56:57  
and then all he has to do is this we call it the proverbial straw  
57:02  
finish it with me that broke the camel's back it's a string  
57:10  
because all the enemies trying to do is he creates chaos in your life he creates trials he creates 
tribulations  
57:18  



and if you do not match the signature frequency of the scriptures which are the only tool and 
instrument to keep  
57:26  
that string in tune if you go outside of the scriptures and  
57:31  
operate in an unholy manner then your string gets out of tune and he  
57:37  
takes that matches that creates enough trial and the second that he knows he's got you all he has 
to do is is increase  
57:45  
the trial on that last trial increase the pain and bam you come crashing down suicide divorce  
57:52  
walking away from god that's how it happens nobody curses  
57:59  
in the beginning nobody goes and throws a fit in the beginning the only way that that happens  
58:05  
is when it's constant it keeps going it's wearing on you he's trying to match your frequency  
58:12  
here's the awesome part if you know what the word signature means and we teach this in our 
mishpakka classes when  
58:18  
somebody wants to become a mishpekam member they sign oh  
58:25  
y'all signed for everything in your life you haven't bought anything on a credit card without 
signing you bought you  
58:30  
bought a house with signing you know why because in the old days it was a handshake it was a 
covenant and something died so so that you don't have  
58:37  
to die the earth realm has said your signature will do and did you know that the word signature is 
made up of two  
58:43  
words sign of your nature  
58:48  
it's the sign of your nature so what the enemy's trying to do is he's fine trying to find out what 
sign of  
58:54  
your nature who do you belong to what's your nature what comes out of you  
59:01  
and if he keeps pushing you in a trial in a tribulation like he does frequently with me if i stick to 
the book  
59:08  
and i love my mankind the best that i know how according to the word of god not according to 
men because men will  
59:14  
redefine what love is men will say hey you just need to forgive and forget that is unbiblical  



59:19  
and ungodly somebody burns down your barn they according to the scriptures are required  
59:26  
to not just say i'm sorry they're required to pay it back you can you can you can forgive them but  
59:32  
according to the scriptures you can't have relationship with them until they restore that's where 
the word restoration comes  
59:39  
from there has to be a restoring of what was stolen  
59:45  
amen plus a fifth plus 20 percent so if we know the scriptures what  
59:50  
happens is that the enemy will push on you and he starts pushing on the sign of his nature  
59:58  
and when you push up against the most high god how many remember what happened  
1:00:03  
when the soldiers came to get yeshua right they start bothering him a little bit he blows on him a 
story that's not  
1:00:10  
talked about very often yeshua just i bet just he gets a little aggravated at that moment and he just  
1:00:15  
kind of exhaled and those soldiers went straight back did you know that i remember that story  
1:00:22  
they pushed on the nature of the most high you don't when you push up against the  
1:00:27  
nature of god he will push back and the enemy loses every time so the enemy is  
1:00:32  
doing this he's going if i had a person right here he's just he's just poking all over you looking for 
a weakness he's  
1:00:38  
looking for the sign of your flesh what is the sign of your flesh what is the sign of your nature he 
keeps pushing  
1:00:45  
you if you have the armor of god on his his finger should start bleeding  
1:00:50  
it shouldn't bother you matter of fact you should consider pure joy consider pure joy satan keep 
pushing me  
1:00:58  
because one of these days you're going to push the wrong button and the most high is going to 
come out of me and you're going to fall over  
1:01:05  
backwards you see the entire universe is made up of strings and back to this whole  
1:01:12  
teaching is god is teaching us that you are a string you are a string you are a string you  
1:01:18  



are a string every one of you are strings and science is beginning that the open strings they're real 
strings  
1:01:25  
they're connected on both ends they don't know how and the reason why they know how is  
1:01:31  
because every string has a different frequency has a different sound which means it has tension 
on it  
1:01:37  
tension can only mean that something's pulling it from one end and the other  
1:01:43  
every one of us are connected every one of you are connected to one another  
1:01:49  
there's no islands that aren't connected to the center of the earth  
1:01:54  
it may look like they're an island but they're connected they're not floating  
1:02:00  
whatever color that you absorb ends up at the end of your string which is connected to someone 
else  
1:02:09  
and so matt you can come on up but let me just say this i just feel like right now i need to  
1:02:14  
apologize to somebody in here on behalf of somebody else  
1:02:21  
that hurt you because someone i know i can feel it  
1:02:26  
right now that someone has been really really  
1:02:32  
really hurt by someone else and that frequency traveled  
1:02:38  
into your heart and it created a blackness and a hole that's been there for 20  
1:02:44  
years you can do the math in your own life for whoever that is  
1:02:49  
maybe it's over 20 years and god wants to heal that frequency  
1:02:54  
because here's the cool part if you get connected with him  
1:03:01  
and you begin to get on the sign of his nature what happens is this  
1:03:08  
his frequency begins to vibrate all the frequencies of your heart into  
1:03:14  
alignment and the darkness must flee  
1:03:20  
there's no way to not get healed how do so many people ask us all the time how is it possible  
1:03:25  



that people can come here with divorce set in for two weeks from now to get a divorce and be 
radically healed it's  
1:03:32  
nothing to do with us we truly believe in this string theory  
1:03:39  
we truly believe that when you get aligned with yahweh he literally travels his light into your 
heart and dispels  
1:03:46  
the darkness it works he's full of color he's not black and  
1:03:51  
white in hebrew the gematria the value of string is 23. every hebrew letter has a  
1:03:59  
number attached to it that's that's the hebrew numeric system would it interest you that the value 
of  
1:04:05  
zitsi is 23. impossible for man to make that up  
1:04:11  
one river flows from eden to the garden which therefore thereafter leaving the garden divides 
into four great rivers of  
1:04:19  
the earth every blue string is a river of life to the four corners of the earth all coming  
1:04:24  
out from where those four rivers come from the tabernacle of the most high god the very place 
where he lives  
1:04:31  
and he lives inside of you so what do they teach us  
1:04:39  
it's all from one to two and back to one numbers chapter 15 15 39 you will have  
1:04:45  
these tassels to look at so you will remember the commandments of yahweh that you may obey 
them and not prostitute yourselves  
1:04:53  
by going after the lust of your own heart and your eyes  
1:04:58  
ultimately it is his world and he is the one holding it up he is  
1:05:03  
the one that the strings from the shemaim the heavens are connecting to us  
1:05:10  
we are connected to a holy high priest and we are meant to be a perfect reflection of royal blue 
and pure white  
1:05:20  
god wants you to know something tonight that no matter what you've been vibrating some of you 
have a a a  
1:05:26  
vibratory frequency uh that you struggle with rebellion you want to do things your way  
1:05:32  



and you come here and maybe you're at home and and you just like things your way can i admit i 
like things my way who  
1:05:38  
doesn't i had someone sit in my office once they said if everyone was was me and he  
1:05:44  
mentioned his name he said the world would operate like a machine  
1:05:50  
of which i quickly reminded him that god didn't make machines  
1:05:56  
he doesn't want us to be machines he wants us to be what he created us to  
1:06:01  
be but sometimes the frequencies of life mess with our frequencies our signature  
1:06:07  
frequency of what we're destined and created to do and it just gets us in a hole every one of us 
are here for hopefully  
1:06:13  
one reason and that's to come closer to god you're searching you want to draw near to him  
1:06:19  
it's his frequency that you're looking for so stop looking at man stop looking for man's approval  
1:06:24  
the spirit of rejection is a trick it's designed to make you walk in  
1:06:30  
another direction so that that frequency your frequency can drop below 50 and he  
1:06:35  
can develop cancer inside of you stay with me tonight  
1:06:46  
[Music]  
1:06:55  
can i have my prayer team come down please  
1:07:00  
i believe the father is in the business of fixing frequencies fixing hearts  
1:07:06  
i believe that he wants to do that tonight and maybe there's somebody here that you might say 
hey pastor jim i  
1:07:12  
hear what you're saying maybe this is your first time here it doesn't matter if it's your first or 
hundred thousand  
1:07:19  
say i i i just need prayer catch this you'll never look at prayer  
1:07:25  
the same i wonder why god says that when you need prayer to have someone lay hands on you  
1:07:33  
to come before the elders and have them lay hands on you know why because science says that 
when you touch  
1:07:39  
someone there is a transfer from that person to the next person  



1:07:46  
they've proven this a baby that's not touched within 14 days will die  
1:07:52  
after birth touch is unbelievable babies that are touched  
1:07:57  
that are premature sixty percent faster they come out of the hospital  
1:08:03  
sixty percent just from someone touching them three times a day  
1:08:09  
when when someone lays hands on you it's just on a shoulder don't doesn't it feel good when 
someone hugs you  
1:08:15  
it feels good when someone lays hands on you to pray for you think of it this way because you'd 
never look at the same way before  
1:08:22  
they are connected to the most high god as a string and you are connecting  
1:08:28  
through them the healthy string is vibrating yahweh's frequency into the  
1:08:34  
unhealthy string that's the power of prayer  
1:08:39  
wouldn't it be amazing i believe this how many of you heard of women's  
1:08:45  
intuition or maybe you you you feel like your kid is in trouble and you find out that they  
1:08:50  
were have you ever wondered how that happens because on a spiritual level  
1:08:56  
there's individual strings that you can't see you're all connected  
1:09:04  
this is how they they they've discovered that twins have such a phenomenal connection with one 
another because  
1:09:10  
they're they're literally an exact replica of the string that they were made from the dna  
1:09:17  
when you pray for someone it's not going into thin air i believe science one day is going to  
1:09:24  
figure out that every single voice frequency every sound that you make is  
1:09:30  
traveling along strings and god is the one who directs  
1:09:37  
all of the strings to the other instrument on the other side of the world and so someone can  
1:09:42  
pray for you and you can get healed in your living room how does that happen i believe god's 
just using the creative  
1:09:49  



science that he used and he's making those frequencies travel through his throne and right back 
down into your  
1:09:55  
home right back into your body however he does it we are all connected according to the  
1:10:01  
scriptures so all head bowed and eyes closed i just want to give an imitation tonight if you  
1:10:07  
have if you feel like that you have been away from god that you have been following man or 
maybe just you're just  
1:10:13  
stuck in a rut or you got blackness in your heart or any of these above things and you just really 
want to get  
1:10:19  
reconnected you want to get connected back you don't have to know how you only have  
1:10:25  
to take the first step which is connecting with someone else if that's you tonight i'm just going to  
1:10:32  
ask you to move forward i'm not going to ask you to raise your hand i'm just going to ask you to 
prove what's inside  
1:10:37  
of your burning heart that's thumping right now then get out of your seat and come down forward 
and let someone pray over you if  
1:10:44  
you just need prayer tonight and you just need someone to to to wrap their arms around you and 
agree  
1:10:51  
with you maybe it's for someone else you can stand in proxy for someone else i'm going to give 
you that moment to do  
1:10:57  
that [Music] if you're at home tonight and you're  
1:11:03  
watching i just encourage you to raise your hands get on your knees before your god and close 
your eyes  
1:11:10  
and ask him to touch your hands we're not playing church man if you're  
1:11:15  
for real just make it happen they're over there prayer team if you can come on down over here a 
little bit closer  
1:11:21  
and then they'll meet with you and i'm just going to pray for the rest of you  
1:11:26  
father we just come before you and we are grateful for your presence  
1:11:32  
we're grateful father that however you created the universe in this beautiful  
1:11:38  
fabric of string that the fabric of our hearts can  



1:11:43  
vibrate lord when we get excited about the truth of your word lord i pray that you would heal  
1:11:49  
someone right now heal their heart we're so quick to want  
1:11:55  
to heal the physical body god but the heart is the most difficult organ to heal but it's the easiest 
father  
1:12:02  
because from when the heart is pumping the blood of the most high god the blue  
1:12:08  
blood the divine truth of scripture it sends the healing to the rest of the  
1:12:13  
body so father i'm not praying for the toe i'm not praying for the arm or the ankle  
1:12:18  
but lord i am praying for the heart right now that you'll heal hearts  
1:12:24  
begin the process lord of healing hearts  
1:12:30  
lord i praise you for the opportunity to come before your throne we thank you for how great you 
are we  
1:12:36  
thank you for how good you are lord we pray that you would take our request right now no the 
holy spirit's  
1:12:43  
telling me to be quiet there's someone that needs to come before their god right now in private  
1:12:48  
prayer he wants to hear you he just heard you whatever you just said so you just started and he 
heard you so i want  
1:12:54  
you to finish your prayer the lord says he is going to hear you right now  
1:13:00  
[Music]  
1:13:35  
the father says that when you the first time that you connect  
1:13:40  
with someone else will be the day that you get healed  
1:13:50  
stop being an island [Music]  
1:13:56  
father we praise you for your greatness lord i know i can feel i can feel  
1:14:03  
you wanting to just press into your people god right now  
1:14:08  
so i pray that you would press us and stamp us with the sign of your nature  
1:14:16  
let your sheen god let your your power the all-consuming fire  



1:14:22  
burn inside of us let us never turn back again lord let us make commitments tonight  
1:14:28  
to be men and women of the cloth  
1:14:36  
[Music] father do what you do best heal your people draw them closer to you  
1:14:44  
repair the walls that are broken  
1:14:49  
forgive us for taking part in tearing down walls  
1:14:59  
there's a spirit of restoration happening right now there's a spirit that's been you always  
1:15:04  
opened up a portal and a door [Music] you may not believe me but i'm telling  
1:15:10  
you right now that there is a door and a portal that has been opened for a couple of months right 
now and he is coming to  
1:15:17  
a fever pitch of restoration i have never seen anything like it  
1:15:23  
we are getting more testimonies of people that are in relationships that are feeling drawn back to 
those that  
1:15:30  
have hurt them or that that family and friends and so on and so forth yahweh is  
1:15:36  
tired of chaos and family feuds he's ready  
1:15:41  
for restoration if that's you press in with your prayers because he is in the middle of answering  
1:15:46  
them don't doubt for a second [Music]  
1:15:56  
[Music] you are so good lord let's just sit here  
1:16:03  
for just a second  
1:16:10  
[Music]  
1:16:22  
[Music]  
1:16:28  
[Music] i feel like we're supposed to end with  
1:16:35  
with this song it's so apropool for what he's doing right now  
1:16:54  
[Music]  
1:17:00  
place [Music]  



1:17:07  
lord i wanna see your face [Music]  
1:17:20  
for those of you that want prayer keep singing man i want you to come down here i want you to 
hold hands in a circle  
1:17:28  
all [Music] i still feel like this there's somebody  
1:17:35  
that's resisting coming down i'm not just saying that i mean i really believe it if that's you this 
this is your chance i  
1:17:41  
really believe god's gonna do something here  
1:17:46  
[Music]  
1:17:55  
you're not here by lord accident i am  
1:18:03  
[Music]  
1:18:21  
take me past the crowds sing your praises  
1:18:27  
[Music]  
1:18:40  
the holy for me  
1:18:45  
take me in by the blood of the lamb  
1:18:52  
[Music]  
1:19:01  
take the coal cleanse my lips [Music]  
1:19:16  
take me in by the blood of  
1:19:23  
[Music]  
1:19:31  
[Music] cleanse my lips here i am  
1:19:40  
won't take the cold cleanse my lips here i am  
1:19:48  
and take [Music]  
1:20:01  
here i am  
1:20:10  
isaiah says that he has he lives in a land of unclean lips  
1:20:18  
and he says lord take the coal put it to my lips  



1:20:24  
here i am i will go for you what is he really saying he's taking  
1:20:30  
cold call it's a practice where they took the coal from the brazen altar  
1:20:36  
after a sacrifice they would take that piece of coal and they would bring it into the incense  
1:20:43  
altar in the holy place in the holy of holies and they would put it on that incense altar and it 
would burn the  
1:20:49  
incense and create a cloud inside of that place  
1:20:57  
and inside of that cloud is when the face of god the panim the presence of god showed up  
1:21:03  
the bible says in the book of revelation that the incense is the prayers of his people  
1:21:11  
you see it's not just prayers that make all the difference in the world you have got to match it  
1:21:18  
with the sacrifice so many of us are so  
1:21:23  
quick to want the power of god is so quick to pray but we're not willing to do anything  
1:21:30  
[Music] to match it we just want god to wave a magic wand to  
1:21:37  
do something amazing but we're not willing to actually drop our nets drop our pride drop the 
walls let somebody in  
1:21:44  
open the chest look what it took to get all these people down here it took odd begging over and 
over again  
1:21:51  
i want to touch you get over yourself open your chest to me and i will do the  
1:21:57  
surgery of the heart that you so desperately need to be changed once  
1:22:03  
god says once you let me in [Music]  
1:22:09  
i will heal the rest of the body it's the heart that has to change  
1:22:15  
your addictions will change when your heart changes [Music]  
1:22:21  
your doubt goes away when your heart changes we're always asking god to change  
1:22:28  
the leaves on the trees when the root needs new water  
1:22:33  
[Music] so father i just come before you right now on behalf of everyone that truly  
1:22:39  



wants to be touched by you they truly want  
1:22:45  
their character to reflect you to the people around them they're tired they're weary  
1:22:53  
your word says that it's you're not that your yoke is light that if we take upon  
1:23:00  
us your yoke your instructions minus the traditions and doctrines of men plus the  
1:23:05  
power and the love of god we simply float god  
1:23:14  
there's no anxiety for those who walk in his ways there's no room for it  
1:23:20  
so father i pray for every one lord of the sound of my voice that truly wants you tonight lord 
would you touch them we believe god  
1:23:28  
this is not for show god we believe you touch your people still  
1:23:33  
we believe that you love us we believe that  
1:23:40  
if we just confess with our mouth that you are lord  
1:23:47  
that you'll save us from wherever we're at so maybe you're in the sound of my voice  
1:23:52  
tonight and you don't even know the king you've never been connected your string  
1:23:57  
has been plucked and broken  
1:24:02  
it's very simple cry out to your god tonight and say father save me i'm a sinner  
1:24:09  
i need you my life is broken i'm hurting [Music]  
1:24:15  
i need you come into my life forgive me of my sin and i will drop my nets and follow you  
1:24:22  
all the days of my life if you prayed that tonight and you  
1:24:27  
really meant it and my king says that you are now a  
1:24:33  
brand new string reconnected to him [Music]  
1:24:40  
there's only one thing the father wants to do with all of these strings  
1:24:46  
he wants to play his song  
1:24:52  
so yahweh i pray that you you play through us that you sing through us that the sound of our 
frequency  
1:24:59  



would be the very sound of the living god it would be light and at that speed father the enemy 
must  
1:25:06  
run so i declare that everything that is broken be restored  
1:25:13  
now the enemy has broken things for too long  
1:25:19  
father i pray that you would restore that you would heal they would be submission  
1:25:24  
to your word people would respect your word  
1:25:30  
follow your word through the love that your son gives us in the community  
1:25:35  
that you have created god i cry out to those that are online  
1:25:41  
right now that you would heal them right now where they're at  
1:25:46  
let the tears fall god and in the process  
1:25:51  
hold them let them know they are loved by you with a love that no man can give  
1:26:00  
father create the testimonies encourage your people  
1:26:06  
you're not a dead god you are alive  
1:26:12  
and you want to see your people raise from the dead as well  
1:26:22  
so may the father bless you may he keep you  
1:26:29  
may he be gracious to you may his countenance be lifted up over  
1:26:34  
you and may he sing over you a new song  
1:26:41  
let tonight be the night that shalom enters into your heart  
1:26:46  
and you won't even know how it got there but through the coal of the altar  
1:26:51  
burning the pride off of your lips  
1:26:57  
yahweh do what you do best raise the dead heal the sick  
1:27:02  
bind up the brokenhearted and let those i don't know why i just keep hearing i  
1:27:08  
just keep hearing song that those who used to sing [Music]  
1:27:13  
sing someone used to sing  



1:27:18  
[Music] and they lost their song god says he's given it back he's had it  
1:27:25  
all along he's just waiting for you to open your mouth and let him restore  
1:27:33  
the vocal strings yahweh praise you  
1:27:39  
for what you're doing thank you god  
1:27:45  
for healing your people and restoring your name in this earth  
1:27:50  
help us god to call out to your people everywhere  
1:27:56  
to restore what the enemy has stolen  
1:28:01  
in yeshua's name amen  
1:28:07  
if you were blessed by this teaching please consider helping us reach the nations by making a 
donation today  
1:28:14  
thank you and god bless 
 


